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being held accountable to the state affects a family.
Freshney's Culture of Animal Cells - R. Ian Freshney 2021-03-17
FRESHNEY’S CULTURE OF ANIMAL CELLS THE NEW EDITION OF
THE LEADING TEXT ON THE BASIC METHODOLOGY OF CELL
CULTURE, FULLY UPDATED TO REFLECT NEW APPLICATIONS
INCLUDING IPSCS, CRISPR, AND ORGAN-ON-CHIP TECHNOLOGIES
Freshney’s Culture of Animal Cells is the most comprehensive and up-todate resource on the principles, techniques, equipment, and applications
in the field of cell and tissue culture. Explaining both how to do tissue
culture and why a technique is done in a particular way, this classic text
covers the biology of cultured cells, how to select media and substrates,
regulatory requirements, laboratory protocols, aseptic technique,
experimental manipulation of animal cells, and much more. The eighth
edition contains extensively revised material that reflects the latest
techniques and emerging applications in cell culture, such as the use of
CRISPR/Cas9 for gene editing and the adoption of chemically defined
conditions for stem cell culture. A brand-new chapter examines the
origin and evolution of cell lines, joined by a dedicated chapter on
irreproducible research, its causes, and the importance of reproducibility
and good cell culture practice. Throughout the book, updated chapters
and protocols cover topics including live-cell imaging, 3D culture, scaleup and automation, microfluidics, high-throughput screening, and
toxicity testing. This landmark text: Provides comprehensive singlevolume coverage of basic skills and protocols, specialized techniques and
applications, and new and emerging developments in the field Covers
every essential area of animal cell culture, including lab design, disaster
and contingency planning, safety, bioethics, media preparation, primary
culture, mycoplasma and authentication testing, cell line
characterization and cryopreservation, training, and troubleshooting
Features a wealth of new content including protocols for gene delivery,
iPSC generation and culture, and tumor spheroid formation Includes an
updated and expanded companion website containing figures, artwork,
and supplementary protocols to download and print The eighth edition of
Freshney’s Culture of Animal Cells is an indispensable volume for anyone
involved in the field, including undergraduate and graduate students,
clinical and biopharmaceutical researchers, bioengineers, academic
research scientists, and managers, technicians, and trainees working in
cell biology, molecular biology, and genetics laboratories.
An Introduction to Policing - John S. Dempsey 2018-01-01
Introduce students to the challenges, excitement and rewards of law
enforcement today with Dempsey, Forst, and Carter's AN
INTRODUCTION TO POLICING, 9th Edition. Written by law enforcement
veterans with extensive first-hand experience in all areas of policing, this
engaging book blends practical information with pertinent theory. The
authors examine current issues and topics, and present the latest in
academic and practitioner research as well as the most current
applications, statistics, court cases and information on law enforcement
careers. Extensive examples from police departments throughout the
nation and world as well as essays from respected law enforcement
veterans offer insights into crucial law enforcement issues and
challenges. AN INTRODUCTION TO POLICING is an essential read for
anyone considering a career in law enforcement today. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Seven Brides for Seven Texas Rangers Romance Collection Amanda Barratt 2018-03-01
No One Is Too Tough to be Loved Join seven Texas Rangers on the hunt
for a menacing gang, who run straight into romances with women who
foil their plans for both the job and their futures. The Ranger's Reward
by Gabrielle Meyer Texas Ranger, Griffin Sommer stops to check on the
young widow, Evelyn Prentis minutes before the Markham gang arrives
at her farm needing a place to hide. Griff and Evelyn are forced to
pretend they’re married to keep Griff’s identity a secret, but will Evelyn’s
young son let the truth out before Griff can bring the gang to justice?
More Precious than Rubies by Lorna Seilstad Fun-loving, charismatic
Texas Ranger Whit Murray is restless for an adventure. When bandits
attack the train he is on and steal jewels Violet Tatienne is transporting
home to her father’s jewelry store, the two of them must work together
to find the thieves. Will each one’s individual goals keep them from
discovering the real treasure is in each other? Jesse’s Sparrow by
Amanda Barratt Former soiled dove, Sara Byrne longs for escape. . .and
rides straight into danger. Ranger Jesse Rawlings wants only to defend
and protect. . .no love involved. But when Sara’s stagecoach is robbed
and her possessions stolen, can she find the strength to aid a man she
deems anything but trustworthy in bringing justice to the perpetrators?
The Countess and the Cowboy by Kathleen Y’Barbo Ava Becker is furious
that her brother sold her favorite stallion to the irritating Texas Ranger
Ezra Creed. When the horse goes missing, Ezra blames Ava, who sets out
to find the horse, landing in an outlaw’s camp instead. Can Ezra protect
the persistent Ava without falling in love, or will love make for a
dangerous chase? Simple Interest by Susan Page Davis While making his
monthly deposit, Ranger O’Neal Brewster is forced to watch robbers
escape with the prim and pretty bank teller as their hostage. Augusta
Ferris quickly makes the outlaws regret kidnapping her, but she is
determined to get back the bank’s money—whether the Ranger helps her
or not. Partners in Crime by Vickie McDonough Micah McCullough, a
Texas Ranger working undercover in the Markham gang, is tasked with
guarding Laurel Underwood, a silversmith, who was kidnapped to create
plates for printing counterfeit money. Laurel knows she doesn’t have the
expertise. Her only option is to stall and seek escape. What will the
outlaws do when they learn her secret? Guard Your Heart by Erica
Vetsch When Constance Spanner witnesses a murder, Branch Kilborn is
tasked with protecting her until she can testify against Cass Markham.
This is the Ranger squad’s chance to abolish the Markham gang once
and for all, but Branch soon finds that protecting Constance has become
about more than just the job.
There There - Tommy Orange 2018-06-05
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD WINNER • One
of The New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year • A wondrous and
shattering novel that follows twelve characters from Native communities:
all traveling to the Big Oakland Powwow, all connected to one another in
ways they may not yet realize. Among them is Jacquie Red Feather,
newly sober and trying to make it back to the family she left behind.
Dene Oxendene, pulling his life together after his uncle’s death and
working at the powwow to honor his memory. Fourteen-year-old Orvil,
coming to perform traditional dance for the very first time. Together, this
chorus of voices tells of the plight of the urban Native
American—grappling with a complex and painful history, with an
inheritance of beauty and spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and
heroism. Hailed as an instant classic, There There is at once poignant
and unflinching, utterly contemporary and truly unforgettable.
Fixing Families - Jennifer A. Reich 2012-12-06
In Fixing Families, Jennifer Reich takes us inside Child Protective
Services for an in-depth look at the entire organization. Following
families from the beginning of a case to its discharge, Reich shows how
parents negotiate with the state for custody of their children, and how

The Mysteries of Pittsburgh - Michael Chabon 2011-12-20
The Pulitzer Prize–winning author’s “astonishing” debut novel, about a
son’s struggle to find his own identity and integrity (The New York
Times). Michael Chabon, author of The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier
& Clay, Moonglow, and The Yiddish Policeman’s Union, is one of the
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most acclaimed talents in contemporary fiction. The Mysteries of
Pittsburgh, published when Chabon was just twenty-five, is the
beautifully crafted debut that propelled him into the literary
stratosphere. Art Bechstein may be too young to know what he wants to
do with his life, but he knows what he doesn’t want: the life of his father,
a man who laundered money for the mob. He spends the summer after
graduation finding his own way, experimenting with a group of brilliant
and seductive new friends: erudite Arthur Lecomte, who opens up new
horizons for Art; mercurial Phlox, who confounds him at every turn; and
Cleveland, a poetry-reciting biker who pulls him inevitably back into his
father’s mobbed-up world. A New York Times bestseller, The Mysteries
of Pittsburgh was called “astonishing” by Alice McDermott, and heralded
the arrival of one of our era’s great voices. This ebook features a
biography of the author.
Big Wonderful Thing - Stephen Harrigan 2019-10-01
The story of Texas is the story of struggle and triumph in a land of
extremes. It is a story of drought and flood, invasion and war, boom and
bust, and of the myriad peoples who, over centuries of conflict, gave rise
to a place that has helped shape the identity of the United States and the
destiny of the world. “I couldn’t believe Texas was real,” the painter
Georgia O’Keeffe remembered of her first encounter with the Lone Star
State. It was, for her, “the same big wonderful thing that oceans and the
highest mountains are.” Big Wonderful Thing invites us to walk in the
footsteps of ancient as well as modern people along the path of Texas’s
evolution. Blending action and atmosphere with impeccable research,
New York Times best-selling author Stephen Harrigan brings to life with
novelistic immediacy the generations of driven men and women who
shaped Texas, including Spanish explorers, American filibusters,
Comanche warriors, wildcatters, Tejano activists, and spellbinding
artists—all of them taking their part in the creation of a place that
became not just a nation, not just a state, but an indelible idea. Written
in fast-paced prose, rich with personal observation and a passionate
sense of place, Big Wonderful Thing calls to mind the literary spirit of
Robert Hughes writing about Australia or Shelby Foote about the Civil
War. Like those volumes it is a big book about a big subject, a book that
dares to tell the whole glorious, gruesome, epically sprawling story of
Texas.
Prime Directive - Davis Bunn 2021-06-01
Lieutenant Amanda Bostick is ordered to investigate why scientists on a
distant outpost on the planet of Lorian are being murdered with no alarm
raised. "In the past ninety days, sixteen colonists have been murdered,
and nobody thought to report it until now?" When a number of scientists
are mysteriously killed on an insignificant scientific outpost on the planet
of Loria and no alarm is raised, Commander Rickets of the Galactic
Space Arm (GSA) is angered that no one can explain why. Rickets orders
Lieutenant Amanda Bostick along with two armed Guardians, Sergeant
Hamoud and Corporal Nasim, to investigate. All three have faced
setbacks in their careers and time is against them: the GSA is demanding
answers within ten days. But they have no idea what to expect as there
are few reports on the planet. Why are the scientists being killed? Is
there more to the mission than first appears? Are the sentient Lorians
who inhabit the planet more of a threat than the GSA realize?
Congressional Record - United States. Congress 1967

lives. Melinda lived in suburban Ohio, a devoted wife and mother of two.
Mark had become a Harvard MBA, a high-paid corporate mover, a family
man, and a respected community member in a wealthy suburb of New
York City. Some twenty years after the brutal murders, each received the
dreaded knock of justice on the door. A Cold-Blooded Business provides
fascinating character studies of Melinda and Mark, killers who seemingly
returned to normalcy after one blood-splattered night of violence.
Featuring a new afterword by the author covering the events of the past
five years, this fast-moving true crime narrative is a chilling exploration
into the darkest depths of the human psyche.
Dirty Game - Habish Lyfe 2017-06-12
On the cold streets of Crackston, Georgia, there was only one
commandant the young hustler lived by: get rich or die tryin’. While
decent folks worked a 9–5 and waited on the Lord for salvation, the
young took to the streets for their own deliverance. Instead of waiting for
a pie in the sky, they whipped up their own pies. Cutting precise slices,
they toiled daily delivering their load up and down the highway of sin,
praying for profit. But their hustle did not go unanswered, as some were
saved out a life of poverty , while the rest were cast into the hell of
despair. Money become their salvation and fame their deliverance. In the
end, what seemed as the way out was the trap that keep them enslaved.
Old School: “Young blood, the game is lose-lose: you either go lose
everything you got or everyone you love.”
APAIS 1994: Australian public affairs information service Research Handbook on Human Rights and Poverty - Martha F.
Davis 2021-03-26
This important Research Handbook explores the nexus between human
rights, poverty and inequality as a critical lens for understanding and
addressing key challenges of the coming decades, including the
objectives set out in the Sustainable Development Goals. The Research
Handbook starts from the premise that poverty is not solely an issue of
minimum income and explores the profound ways that deprivation and
distributive inequality of power and capability relate to economic, social,
cultural, civil and political rights.
Slave State - Curtis Ray Davis 2019-11-21
An argument that Louisiana's criminal justice system, is a genocidal
weapon that has historically targeted African American's in order to keep
them marginalized and maintain white supremacy. Slave State is a
collection of essays written by an innocent man convicted of murder and
sentenced to serve out the balance of his natural life in the infamous
Angola State Prison. The author is arrested in California in 1990 and
transported to Louisiana where he finds himself in a surreal condition of
confinement that resembles Louisiana as it existed in the early 1800's.
Once he is placed back in slavery he learns that the political correctness
and civility presented by whites in the U.S. is only an act. When he
arrives at the Louisiana Penitentiary, he is met with a venomous racist
system that most people assume died away years ago.
The Oxford Handbook of Crime and Criminal Justice - Michael
Tonry 2011-09-29
A comprehensive and accesible overview of the operation of the
American criminal justice system. This handbook's extensive coverage of
the criminal justice system in the U.S. makes it an important reference
for students and scholars in criminal justice, law, and public policy.
Now Accepting Roses - Amanda Stanton 2019-09-03
When Amanda found out her mother had sent in an application to ABC's
The Bachelor on her behalf, she wasn't upset . . . but she was hesitant. As
a divorced single mom on a long dating hiatus, she didn't think there was
any way she could measure up against the competitors. In the back of
her mind, her ex's hurtful message reared its ugly head: "You can't
divorce me. You'll be 25 and divorced with two kids. No one will want
you." The thought of starting over and putting herself out there was
frightening. But despite the self-doubt, Amanda made it onto Season 20.
What nobody knew at the time was that her on-camera date with Ben
was her first in almost three years. Talk about pressure! Ever since she
made it to the final four on The Bachelor and ended up engaged on
Bachelor in Paradise, media outlets and millions of fans, eager to learn
Amanda's story, have tried to track her down. What's he really like?
What's the scoop on her? Was she telling the truth about him? Partmemoir, part girl's guide, Now Accepting Roses is full of never-beforetold stories from behind the scenes of one of America's most popular
television shows—but this book isn't just for fans of The Bachelor. This
book is for anyone navigating the crazy and exciting world of finding real
love. Amanda also reveals the valuable lessons for life and relationships
that she learned after the world watched her look for love on
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A Cold-Blooded Business - Marek Fuchs 2014-01-07
In 1959, Olathe, Kansas, was made famous by the murder of the Clutter
family and Truman Capote’s groundbreaking book on the crime, In Cold
Blood. But fewer know that Olathe achieved notoriety again in 1982,
when a member of Olathe’s growing Evangelical Christian population, a
gentle man named David Harmon, was bludgeoned to death while
sleeping—the force of the blows crushing his face beyond recognition.
Suspicion quickly fell on David’s wife, Melinda, and his best friend, Mark,
student body president of the local Bible college. However, the long arms
of the church defended the two, and no charges were pressed. Two
decades later, two Olathe policemen revived the cold case making
startling revelations that reopened old wounds and chasms within the
Olathe community—revelations that rocked not only Olathe, but also the
two well-heeled towns in which Melinda and Mark resided. David’s
former wife and friend were now living separate, successful, law-abiding
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television—three times. Everything she now knows about dating, she
learned from being on The Bachelor. Amanda's unique experiences have
left her with some hard-earned wisdom to share, including her own
"rules" for dating and how to truly find yourself, as she has. Thanks to
juggling dating, parenting, and life, she better understands the way
dating works and shares how you can find love while prioritizing your
own needs. Amanda's friendly, heartfelt guidance will feel like a good
friend offering her most personal advice on life, love, and self-care—and
her wild stories will rival the juiciest gossip you've ever heard. If you're
looking for a love like you've seen on the silver-screen, that doesn't exist.
The good news is that the real thing is so much better. Amanda is more
confident than ever in her search for love, and she hopes that sharing
her stories and insights will help you find it, too.
Report - West Virginia. State Board of Control 1933

lived experience of disability and the ideas and innovations that have
emerged from it—from cyborg arms to customizable cardboard chairs to
deaf architecture—Sara Hendren invites us to rethink the things and
settings we live with. What might assistance based on the body’s
stunning capacity for adaptation—rather than a rigid insistence on
“normalcy”—look like? Can we foster interdependent, not just
independent, living? How do we creatively engineer public spaces that
allow us all to navigate our common terrain? By rendering familiar
objects and environments newly strange and wondrous, What Can a Body
Do? helps us imagine a future that will better meet the extraordinary
range of our collective needs and desires.
The Encyclopedia of Police Science - Jack R. Greene 2007
These developments appear in the third, expanded edition of the
Encyclopedia of Police Science. 380 entries examine the theoretical and
practical aspects of law enforcement, discussing past and present
practices.
Report of the Select Committee on that Portion of the President's
Message Relating to the Condition of the South - 1875

Splattered Ink - Sarah E Whitney 2016-08-01
In-depth and refreshingly readable, Splattered Ink is a bold analysis of
postfeminist gothic, a literary genre that continues to jar readers, reject
happy endings, and find powerful new ways to talk about violence
against women. Sarah E. Whitney explores the genre's challenge to
postfeminist assumptions of women's equality and empowerment. The
authors she examines--Patricia Cornwell, Jodi Picoult, Susanna Moore,
Sapphire, and Alice Sebold--construct narratives around socially invisible
and physically broken protagonists who directly experience
consequences of women's ongoing disempowerment. Their works ask
readers to inhabit women's suffering and to face the uncomfortable, alltoo-denied fact that today's women must navigate lives fraught with risk.
Whitney's analysis places the authors within a female gothic tradition
that has long given voice to women's fears of their own powerlessness.
But she also reveals the paradox that allows the genre to powerfully
critique postfeminism's often sunshiney outlook while uneasily coexisting
within the same universe.
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Biennial Report - West Virginia. State Board of Control 1933
Influentials: Character and Influence Stories of Global Afro Women Lillian L. Thompson 2019
The End of Policing - Alex S. Vitale 2021-12-07
The best-selling bible of the movement to defund the police in an
updated edition The massive uprising that followed the police killing of
George Floyd in the summer of 2020— by some estimates the largest
protests in US history—thrust the argument to defund the police to the
forefront of international politics. That case had been put persuasively a
few years earlier in The End of Policing by Alex Vitale, now a leading
figure in the urgent public discussion over policing and racial justice.
The central problem, Vitale demonstrates, is the dramatic expansion of
the police role over the last forty years. Drawing on firsthand research
from across the globe, he shows how the implementation of alternatives
to policing—such as drug legalization, regulation, and harm reduction
instead of the policing of drugs—has led to reductions in crime,
spending, and injustice. This updated edition includes a new introduction
that takes stock of the renewed movement to challenge police impunity
and shows how we move forward, evaluating protest, policy, and the
political situation.
The Papers of Jefferson Davis - Jefferson Davis 1995
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COVID-19 and Human Rights - Morten Kjaerum 2021-07-12
This timely collection brings together original explorations of the
COVID-19 pandemic and its wide-ranging, global effects on human
rights. The contributors argue that a human rights perspective is
necessary to understand the pervasive consequences of the crisis, while
focusing attention on those being left behind and providing a necessary
framework for the effort to 'build back better'. Expert contributors to this
volume address interconnections between the COVID-19 crisis and
human rights to equality and non-discrimination, including historical
responses to pandemics, populism and authoritarianism, and the rights
to health, information, water and the environment. Highlighting the
dangerous potential for derogations from human rights, authors further
scrutinize the human rights compliance of new legislation and policies in
relation to issues such as privacy, protection of persons with disabilities,
freedom of expression, and access to medicines. Acknowledging the
pandemic as a defining moment for human rights, the volume proposes a
post-crisis human rights agenda to engage civil society and government
at all levels in concrete measures to roll back increasing inequality. With
rich examples, new thinking, and provocative analyses of human rights,
COVID-19, pandemics, crises, and inequality, this book will be of key
interest to scholars, students, and practitioners in all areas of human
rights, global governance, and public health, as well as others who are
ready to embark on an exploration of these complex challenges.
Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States,
Being the Second Session of the Fifty-first Congress, Begun and
Held at the City of Washington December 1, 1890 - 1890
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Child Protective Services - Diane DePanfilis 2003
From the Preface: This manual, Child Protective Services: A Guide for
Caseworkers, examines the roles and responsibilities of child protective
services (CPS) workers, who are at the forefront of every community's
child protection efforts. The manual describes the basic stages of the
CPS process and the steps necessary to accomplish each stage: intake,
initial assessment or investigation, family assessment, case planning,
service provision, evaluation of family progress, and case closure. Best
practices and critical issues in casework practice are underscored
throughout. The primary audience for this manual includes CPS
caseworkers, supervisors, and administrators. State and local CPS
agency trainers may use the manual for preservice or inservice training
of CPS caseworkers, while schools of social work may add it to class
reading lists to orient students to the field of child protection. In
addition, other professionals and concerned community members may
consult the manual for a greater understanding of the child protection
process. This manual builds on the information presented in A
Coordinated Response to Child Abuse and Neglect: The Foundation for
Practice. Readers are encouraged to begin with that manual as it
addresses important information on which CPS practice is basedincluding definitions of child maltreatment, risk factors, consequences,
and the Federal and State basis for intervention. Some manuals in the
series also may be of interest in understanding the roles of other
professional groups in responding to child abuse and neglect, including:
Substance abuse treatment providers; Domestic violence victim
advocates; Educators; Law enforcement personnel. Other manuals
address special issues, such as building partnerships and working with
the courts on CPS cases.
What Can a Body Do? - Sara Hendren 2020-08-18
Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR and LitHub Winner of the 2021
Science in Society Journalism Book Prize A fascinating and provocative
new way of looking at the things we use and the spaces we inhabit, and a
call to imagine a better-designed world for us all. Furniture and tools,
kitchens and campuses and city streets—nearly everything human beings
make and use is assistive technology, meant to bridge the gap between
body and world. Yet unless, or until, a misfit between our own body and
the world is acute enough to be understood as disability, we may never
stop to consider—or reconsider—the hidden assumptions on which our
everyday environment is built. In a series of vivid stories drawn from the

Are Prisons Obsolete? - Angela Y. Davis 2011-01-04
With her characteristic brilliance, grace and radical audacity, Angela Y.
Davis has put the case for the latest abolition movement in American life:
the abolition of the prison. As she quite correctly notes, American life is
replete with abolition movements, and when they were engaged in these
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to invent the concept of suspension as a tool for setting aside the
protections of the Habeas Corpus Act in wartime. Turning to the United
States, the book highlights how the English suspension framework
greatly influenced the development of early American habeas law before
and after the American Revolution and during the Founding period, when
the United States Constitution enshrined a habeas privilege in its
Suspension Clause. The book then chronicles the story of the habeas
privilege and suspension over the course of American history, giving
special attention to the Civil War period. The final chapters explore how
the challenges posed by modern warfare during the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries have placed great strain on the previously wellsettled understanding of the role of the habeas privilege and suspension
in American constitutional law, particularly during World War II when
the United States government detained tens of thousands of Japanese
American citizens and later during the War on Terror. Throughout, the
book draws upon a wealth of original and heretofore untapped historical
resources to shed light on the purpose and role of the Suspension Clause
in the United States Constitution, revealing all along that many of the
questions that arise today regarding the scope of executive power to
arrest and detain in wartime are not new ones.
Research Issues - 1979

struggles, their chances of success seemed almost unthinkable. For
generations of Americans, the abolition of slavery was sheerest illusion.
Similarly,the entrenched system of racial segregation seemed to last
forever, and generations lived in the midst of the practice, with few
predicting its passage from custom. The brutal, exploitative (dare one
say lucrative?) convict-lease system that succeeded formal slavery
reaped millions to southern jurisdictions (and untold miseries for tens of
thousands of men, and women). Few predicted its passing from the
American penal landscape. Davis expertly argues how social movements
transformed these social, political and cultural institutions, and made
such practices untenable. In Are Prisons Obsolete?, Professor Davis
seeks to illustrate that the time for the prison is approaching an end. She
argues forthrightly for "decarceration", and argues for the
transformation of the society as a whole.
... Annual Report of ... Mayor of Philadelphia - Philadelphia (Pa.). Mayor
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Nowhere for Very Long - Brianna Madia 2022-04-05
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • WALL STREET JOURNAL
BESTSELLER • USA TODAY! BESTSELLER In this beautifully written,
vividly detailed memoir, a young woman chronicles her adventures
traveling across the deserts of the American West in an orange van
named Bertha and reflects on an unconventional approach to life. A
woman defined by motion, Brianna Madia bought a beat-up bright
orange van, filled it with her two dogs Bucket and Dagwood, and headed
into the canyons of Utah with her husband. Nowhere for Very Long is her
deeply felt, immaculately told story of exploration—of the world outside
and the spirit within. However, pursuing a life of intention isn’t always
what it seems. In fact, at times it was downright boring, exhausting, and
even desperate—when Bertha overheated and she was forced to pull over
on a lonely stretch of South Dakota highway; when the weather was
bitterly cold and her water jugs froze beneath her as she slept in the
parking lot of her office; when she worried about money, her marriage,
and the looming question mark of her future. But Brianna was committed
to living a life true to herself, come what may, and that made all the
difference. Nowhere for Very Long is the true story of a woman learning
and unlearning, from backroads to breakdowns, from married to solo,
and finally, from lost to found to lost again . . . this time, on purpose.
Habeas Corpus in Wartime - Amanda L. Tyler 2017-11-01
Habeas Corpus in Wartime unearths and presents a comprehensive
account of the legal and political history of habeas corpus in wartime in
the Anglo-American legal tradition. The book begins by tracing the
origins of the habeas privilege in English law, giving special attention to
the English Habeas Corpus Act of 1679, which limited the scope of
executive detention and used the machinery of the English courts to
enforce its terms. It also explores the circumstances that led Parliament

The Social Practice of Human Rights - Joel R. Pruce 2015-06-16
The Social Practice of Human Rights bridges the conventional scholarpractitioner divide by focusing on the space in between. The volume
brings together cutting-edge chapters that together set a new agenda for
research, grounded in the practice of critical self-reflection on the
strategies that drive communities dedicated to the advocacy and
implementation of human rights. The social practice of human rights
takes place not in front of a judge, but in the streets and alleys, in the
backrooms and out-of-the-way places where change occurs. Contributors
to this volume investigate the contexts and efforts of activists and
professionals devoted to promoting human rights norms. This research
takes as its subject the organizations and movements that shoulder the
burden of improving respect for human dignity. It argues that through a
constructive critique of these patterns and practices, scholarship can
have a positive impact on the political world.
Revoked - Allison Frankel 2020
"[The report] finds that supervision -– probation and parole -– drives high
numbers of people, disproportionately those who are Black and brown,
right back to jail or prison, while in large part failing to help them get
needed services and resources. In states examined in the report, people
are often incarcerated for violating the rules of their supervision or for
low-level crimes, and receive disproportionate punishment following
proceedings that fail to adequately protect their fair trial rights."-Publisher website.
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